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Resonant pneumatic tactile sensing for soft grippers
Monica S. Li1∗, Tae Myung Huh1, Christopher R. Yahnker2, and Hannah S. Stuart1

Abstract—Soft robots capable of dexterous manipulation can
enable the exploration of extreme environments. Equipping these
robots with tactile sensing is a challenge, as sensors must be
flexible, stretchable, and robust to environmental conditions.
We present a tactile sensor design with a pneumatically driven
acoustic resonator, without electronics near from the end-effector.
For applications to soft grippers, we measure the resonant
frequency of a soft tube undergoing stretching and bending. A
small hole along the resonant tube enables contact sensing and
pretouch up to 2 mm away. We also measure resonant frequency
for a rigid uni-axial force sensing probe. Grasping tasks utilize
three sensing modalities of a soft gripper; finger pose, fingertip
contact, and force in the palm all provide feedback for dexterous
manipulation. We discuss and address in future work the effects
of atmosphere and air flow rate on resonant frequency as well
as limitations in signal processing of this sensor design.

Index Terms—Soft Sensors and Actuators, Grasping, Force
and Tactile Sensing, Robotics in Hazardous Fields

I. INTRODUCTION

SOFT robotic hands and grippers enable gently adaptive
interactions through underactuation and compliant and

deformable materials. These designs are already demonstrated
in a wide range of potential applications – for example, soft
hands can be particularly well suited to field missions when the
end-effector must be capable, gentle and physically resilient
[1], [2]. Equipping soft robots with a “sense of touch” is
an active development area that enables new adaptive control
methods for manipulation tasks [3].

While soft pneumatic robots have demonstrated surviv-
ability and operation in extreme conditions like snow, fire,
and large external loads [4], challenges remain regarding the
integration of electronics and sensors into articulated soft
structures, discussed in [5]. New fabrication methods continue
to emerge in order to integrate electronic sensors with soft
actuators. Recent soft sensing works include additive manu-
facturing with conductive filaments [6] and with embedded
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Fig. 1: A robotic gripper with soft fingers employs embedded pneumatic
resonance-based acoustic tactile sensors. Each finger can detect pose and
contact, while a probe in the palm measures force. The single remotely located
microphone simultaneously monitors the emitted resonant frequency of each
sensor. The gripper has no integrated electronic components.

electronic sensors [7], and screen printing with piezoresistive
materials [8], [9]. Other sensing modalities include a camera
on the end of a growing vine robot for steering and locomotion
[10]. A microphone embedded in a soft finger detects where
and what the finger is tapping [11]. A challenge is to reduce
the effects that large, repetitive strains, and resulting fatigue,
have on the function of sensitive electronics over extended use.

Additionally, electronics may be unsuitable for some con-
ditions, such as in easily combustible atmospheres (gas tanks,
mine shafts) or in sensitive magnetic fields (MRI). An example
of a recent trend towards soft robots that operate without
electronics altogether includes pneumatic computation for gait
control during locomotion [12], [13].

We present a new flexible tactile sensing modality, without
electronics near the end-effector. Inspired by woodwind instru-
ments, we integrate resonant tubes in the soft fingers and palm
of a gripper. Emitted acoustic frequencies, dependent on the
geometry of these resonant tubes, provide information about
pose and contact of the fingers and force at the palm, and
are monitored by a remotely located microphone (Fig. 1). We
note that people perceive acoustic emissions during dexterous
manipulation, with studies showing that sound plays a role
during haptic exploratory procedures [14]. In application, we
envision a robot topology akin to the human ear, where the
sounds emitted at a distal end-effector are perceived with a
microphone on the body of a robot, proximal to the manipu-
lator. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first presentation of
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tactile sensing where the signal travels through the atmosphere,
and the end-effector has no electronics nor requires vision.

A. Overview

Section II provides the relevant theoretical background on
acoustic resonance, with the measurand of frequency modu-
lating as a function of cavity geometry. Section III describes
the resonant tube geometries, acoustic measurements and
processing methods employed throughout the experiments. We
then present the implementation and calibration of specific
resonant sensors analogous to the sub-components of a robotic
gripper: (1) proprioceptive and contact sensors integrated
into a soft finger in Section IV and (2) a force probe for
the palm in Section V. In Section VI, we demonstrate the
integrated gripper, as in Fig. 1, showing how multiple sensor
readings can be detected simultaneously with a single off-
board microphone. Future directions for this tactile technology
are discussed in Section VII. Emphasized in Section VIII, such
acoustic sensing holds great potential for soft, electronics-free
end-effectors.

II. ACOUSTIC THEORY

Instabilities of airflow across objects can generate pressure
waves that emanate through the atmosphere. Under certain
conditions, these pressure waves amplify in a feedback mech-
anism known as resonance [15]. We purposefully design a
pneumatic resonator (Fig. 2). A constant pressure drop drives
airflow through a narrow inlet, across an edge and into a tube.
Airflow oscillates above and below the end, emanating as
pressure waves into the ambient atmosphere. The frequency
of oscillation is dependent on the geometry of the resonant
tube. We focus on tube length for this sensor design, where
stretch and compression change tube length and resonant
frequency. Adding a small hole along the side of the tube
affects resonant frequency as well. Resonant frequency is a
function of additional parameters such as edge-orifice shape
(fipple), atmosphere and flow rate, which are kept constant
throughout this study.

A. Resonance of a closed tube with varying length

The resonant frequency can be approximated from the
geometry of the tube. In the 1D wave propagation model
of a closed-closed tube, the fundamental wavelength or first
harmonic is twice the tube length. Higher harmonics are
multiples of this fundamental harmonic. Resonant frequency
fr for a closed tube is

fr =
nc

2L
(1)

for harmonic integer n = 1, 2, 3..., speed of sound c, tube
length L. Many geometric parameters of the resonant structure
alter the emitted frequency, e.g., fipple shape. We focus on tube
length as an analog to finger pose and force sensing.

Resonant tube

Inlet

Outlet

1/f

ΔLL

Edge

D

Fig. 2: Cross-sectional schematic of pneumatic resonant structure. Air flows
in from the left and is constricted through a slit. Air flows out above the edge
and into the tube, traveling the length of the tube and back. These oscillations
create pressure waves, with the oscillating frequency f governed by the cavity
length L. The waveform (blue/red curve) represents the second resonant mode
(closed-closed) of the given cavity. Increasing the resonant cavity length ∆L
decreases the emitted frequency.

Contact sensing hole

Inlet

Lhole

Edge

Fig. 3: Cross-sectional schematic of pneumatic resonant structure for contact
sensing. An unobstructed contact sensing hole changes its local boundary
condition to an antinode. Contact at the sensing hole reverts the resonance
back to closed-closed regime of a non-perforated tube.

Fig. 4: Cross sectional image of fipple geometry, with distance units in (mm).
Air flow enters through hose inlet from the left.

B. Resonance with small lateral opening

In addition to physically changing the resonant tube length,
a lateral opening along the tube effectively changes the bound-
ary condition, and thus the resonant modes and frequency.
With a lateral hole as shown in Fig. 3, the hole location is
likely in an antinode condition. Then the resonant mode n
may be different from the mode without the hole, depending
on the hole location. Computing actual fr would require
computational fluid dynamics solvers, which is beyond the
scope of this paper.

We propose to detect contact of an object over the hole by
measuring the difference of frs before and after the contact. It
is also difficult to model the resonant mode of partially closed
or air-leaking hole; we present an experimental result from
gradual hole closing in Section IV-C.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS & ACOUSTIC PROCESSING

Throughout this study we utilize a flow divider geometry
upstream of the resonant tube. This fipple has a maximum
stream-wise gap length of 3.6 mm and the edge angle is 28.5◦,
as in Fig. 4 and helps create the oscillating pressure waves we
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Fig. 5: Spectrogram example of L=90 mm resonant tube and definition of fr
in the spectrogram.
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Fig. 6: The effect of Hamming window size on the resonant frequency lobe
when computing spectrogram.

detect as sound. The inlet is connected to a compressed air line
by flexible hosing with a 8.3 mm (3/8”) outer diameter, and the
hose is over 4 m long with air pressure less than 34 kPa (5 psi).
The resonant chambers, those described in Sections IV and V,
are then attached to the other end with a press fit. One fipple
is dedicated to each sensor, therefore the integrated gripper in
Sec. VI utilizes multiple fipples. We use a robot arm (UR-
10, Universal Robots) and 6DOF wrist force/torque sensor
(Axia80, ATI) for the following experiments. The experimental
setup for pose estimation and gripper demo is depicted in
Fig. 7. Sound is recorded with a smartphone (iPhone 11) at
a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz for experiments in Section IV
and Section VI, and with an omnidirectional microphone at
48 kHz for experiments in Section V. The microphones are
located approximately one meter from the resonators.

We analyze the audio recording to obtain the power spectral
density (PSD) and compute resonant frequency (fr). The
spectrogram in Fig. 5a shows an example of the different
resonant modes of acoustic emission from the fipple and
resonant tube (90 mm in length, and 7.1 mm in diameter). We
compute the fr by choosing the frequency with the highest
PSD as shown in Fig. 5b. Throughout the process, we utilized
built-in functions in Matlab: spectrogram() for PSD and
tfridge() for fr.

In computing the spectrogram, sampling window duration
affects the PSD lobe width and thus affects the separation
between frs from different sensors. We define W0.1 as the
width of the PSD lobe at 10% of the peak PSD value. Fig. 6
shows that the small Hamming window size (< 20 ms) results
in significantly wider W0.1. Although the smaller window may
update the information faster with low delay, the wide lobe
allows fewer sensors not to overlap their fr lobes. Because
the W0.1 does not decrease much for window size greater than
30 ms, we chose 33 ms as the Hamming window duration.

Fig. 7: Experimental setup for both the sensor calibration (top) and gripper
experiments (bottom). Resonant tubes are highlighted in cyan. The micro-
phone is either built-in to the iPhone or plugged into a GoPro camera, and
the microphone is located approximately 1m from the resonators.

103mm

41mm

Resonant 
Cavity Tubes

Actuation air 
pressure

Contact Sensor 
Hole

Bottom View

Fig. 8: CAD of soft finger with resonant tubes. The contact sensor hole is
located near the distal tip of the finger on the volar side. A fipple is fitted to
the resonant cavity tube opening. The finger is actuated by pressurizing the
central bladder chamber.

IV. RESONANT SOFT FINGER

A. Implementation

We integrate the resonant pneumatic tactile sensor on a
soft pneumatically-driven finger to measure proprioceptive
curvature and detect contact. We use the design of soft robotic
gripper in Soft Robotics Toolkit [16] with a modified base layer
to accommodate the resonant cavity tubes, as shown in Fig. 8.
We cast the array of actuating bladders first and then cast the
base layer with the resonant tube after the initial array is cured.
The diameter of the tube is 6 mm and the length is 10 cm.
Unlike the design in [16], we do not use any inextensible
intermediate layers to simplify the fabrication process, and
the entire body is silicone (Dragon SkinTM 30). Two resonant
tubes are on either side of the finger, maintaining symmetric
free curling motion because each chamber structure stiffens
its side of the finger. On a single finger, one tube can be used
to measure pose while the other detects contact.
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Fig. 9: Stretch Test result of 5 loading cycles.

B. Pose estimation
We estimate the pose, or curvature of the gripper by measur-

ing tube elongation. We first measure the resonant frequency
(fr) as the tube undergoes axial stretching. As shown in Fig. 9,
we manually pulled a sample tube that was cutoff from the
gripper in Fig. 8 left. We mark three red dots along the tube
and track their location as we gently cyclically stretch the
tube for 5 times. Fig. 9 right shows that fr decreases as the
tube elongates. Our sensor shows very low hysteresis unlike
previous piezo-resistive bending sensors [8], [9].

Then, we test pose estimation using the pneumatic finger
with the resonant tube integrated. We measure the curvature
by detecting the three red dots marked on the gripper, as-
suming circular curvature passing through three three marker
locations. The result in Fig. 10 shows similar trends in fr: the
higher the curvature, the lower the fr, and low hysteresis.

C. Contact sensing
We also characterize how frequency changes as the lateral

opening on the fingertip is occluded. To test the contact sensing
performance, we made a separate tube 11 cm long, using
the same material as the soft fingers. We punched a hole
(D=3.2 mm) at 10 mm from the distal end as shown in Fig. 8.
Then, we placed the tube on top of a flat surface and slowly
lowered a flat acrylic plate over the hole using the robot arm
depicted in Fig. 11 left. We decremented the gap distance
(h) while measuring the wrist force/torque sensor mounted
on the robot arm. At close vicinity of the hole, decrements
are 0.2 mm. At each h, we measured fr for 330 ms and report
the average fr from each h in Fig. 11 (right). The distance
h = 0 is determined as the point where the force/torque sensor
measures a large change in the contact force.

Fig. 11 shows a gradual change in fr with values of
h < 10mm. Resonant frequency plateaus for h > 10mm
while the most signal change occurs between 0 < h < 2mm.
When the hole is clogged (h < 0), fr saturates with respect
to contact force. Contact vicinity sensing is particularly useful
for controlling the soft gripper [17] because the inner surface
of the gripper may not conform tightly to an object surface
due to the curvature or weak grasp force. Soft finger sensor
performance characteristics are listed in Table I.

V. RESONANT FORCE PROBE

We present an alternative, rigid tube design characterization
that uses the same principles as the soft finger, now imple-
mented as a force probe for the gripper palm.

0 5 10 15 20
5 (1/m)

3900

3950

4000

f r (H
z)

Fig. 10: Bending Test result of 5 loading cycles.
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Fig. 11: Contact Sensor Test

Characteristic Length (Ltube) Curv. (κ) Contact (h)

Unloaded frequency [Hz] 3988 4003 4077

Full-scale output [Hz] 479 102 342

Dynamic range tested 2.3 cm 17.3 m-1 0 - 2 mm
TABLE I: Soft sensor performance characterization from the stretch, bending
and contact test.

A. Implementation

This rigid resonant tube, shown in Fig. 12, is constructed
using 3D printed PLA parts and telescoping aluminum tubes.
A spherical PLA end-cap plugs the tube on the opposing end
of the fipple. A thin foam is placed on the end-cap inside the
tube to dampen pressure waves. The telescoping aluminum
tubes have a clearance fit, which results in low sliding friction
and low air leakage. The outer tube has an outer diameter of
7.1 mm (9/32”).

For the purpose of characterization across different tube
geometries and large length displacements, we test two dif-
ferent tube lengths, where the fipple edge to end distance
when unloaded is either 90 mm (Test Taxel 1) or 130 mm (Test
Taxel 2). The maximum displacement for both taxel designs
is 25 mm. A spring restores the full length of the tubing when
the taxel is unloaded. We test two different spring stiffnesses:
0.19 and 1.76 N/mm. For the gripper palm probe, we created
a more compact version, with the resonant tube at 10 mm long
when unloaded and a restoring spring stiffness of 1.0 N/mm.

Fig. 13 shows an example audiospectrogram of Taxel 1
during 5 compression cycles. Contact force decreases tube
length and increases frequency, such that lower frequency is
emitted when the taxel contact is unloaded. The fundamental
frequency (n=1) is seen around 3 kHz and the second harmonic
(n=2) is fainter in amplitude at about 6 kHz.
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Fig. 12: Force probe sensor. Air flows into the resonant tube from the left and
out from the orifice above. Telescoping rods are employed to change the tube
length; one is fixed and the other moves based on the force at the contact
and stiffness of the spring. A hard stop is used to keep the mobile rod from
falling out of the acrylic mounting structure (not shown).

Fig. 13: Audiospectrogram of Test Taxel 1 for 5 loading cycles.

Characteristic T1, soft T1, stiff T2, soft

Unloaded frequency [Hz] 2650 2650 1840

Full-scale output (FSO) [Hz] 730 730 310

Dynamic range [N] 6.5 56 6.5

Sensitivity [Hz/N] 113 13 48

TABLE II: Force probe sensor performance characterization. T1, stiff dynamic
range is linearly interpolated.

B. Force sensing

We characterize the force sensor by rigidly mounting each
taxel onto the robot arm and cyclically loading it at 6.2 mm/s
against a rigid surface. Audio measurements are manually
synced in post-processing. Characterizations for three com-
binations of force probe tube length and spring stiffness are
presented in Table II. The unloaded frequency of Taxel 2
(T2, soft) is lower than Taxel 1 (T1, soft) as it has a longer
resonance cavity. Taxel 2 also has a lower full-scale output,
expected from (1). The outputs of the two sensors with
different tube lengths reside in frequency bands that do not
overlap, allowing simultaneous measurements of the two. As
expected, using the stiffer spring alters the sensitivity of Taxel
1 (T1, stiff).

The calibration curves from 10 loading cycles for dis-
placement and force are shown in Fig. 14, comparing T1, soft
and T1, stiff. The variation in displacement from the different
springs, as seen in Fig. 14, is likely due to internal flexing of
the acrylic mounting structure when subject to higher forces.
Taxel sensitivity is linearly fit to all data, despite hysteresis that
likely resulted from friction between the telescoping aluminum
tubes. As a measure of sensor noise, the unloaded, or fully
extended, frequency of Taxel 1 is recorded over 20 sec and
results in a standard deviation of 1.65 Hz.

Fig. 14: Calibration curves for Taxel 1. Frequency is linearly fit to displace-
ment (top) and force (bottom). The soft spring is shown in blue and the stiff
in green. 10 cycles are plotted.

VI. ROBOTIC HAND DEMONSTRATION

We integrate two resonant soft fingers for opposed grasping
on a robotic arm. We utilize the resonance tube in one
finger for pose estimation and a tube in the other finger
for contact sensing. Between the two fingers, the gripper
palm has a resonant force probe. We demonstrate function of
sensing modalities during object pick up and grasp failure of a
rectangular and circular foam object, showing varied gripper
states represented in these sensor signals. While these two
objects happen to also be soft, this sensitive soft gripper is
applicable to objects with a variety of shapes and hardness. A
video of these tasks is provided in supplemental media.

A. Gripper integration

We clamp the base of the soft fingers to the rigid palm base,
shown in Fig. 7. A force probe is integrated in the center or the
gripper, or palm. The inner distance between the two fingers
is 108 mm (4 1/4”). The fingers are offset from the center by
26 mm (1.02”) so they can curl fully without touching one
another. The gripper design is not optimal and serves only as
a platform to demonstrate the sensing modalities. The soft
fingers are actuated by manual pressurization with 100 mL
syringes. We sense curvature on Finger 1 (left) and contact on
Finger 2 (right). The curvature sensor uses a different fipple
geometry so the frequency ranges of the sensors are distinct
for ease of processing. The gripper is mounted onto the robotic
arm with wrist force/torque sensing for the following grasping
tasks.

B. Grasping tasks

Resonant tactile sensing is demonstrated for the grasping
of a rectangular and cylindrical shaped foam object. Prior to
grasping, both objects start on the table directly below the
gripper. In state (1), the object is centered between the fingers
and is not in contact with the gripper. In Fig. 15 towards the
end of state (1), pressure increases and we detect an increase
in curvature in the left (and right) finger. The fingers bend
to grasp the cylindrical object, with an asymmetric pinch
achieved by pressurizing Finger 1 more than Finger 2. We
detect contact on Finger 2, demarcated by a sharp decrease in
resonant frequency from A to B. During state (2), the object
is in a steady grasp. As the object is pulled out of grasp, we
observe an increase in frequency from B to A as contact is
broken. In state (3), the object is no longer in the grasp and
fingers are de-pressurized to state (4). This task shows how
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Fig. 15: Contact detection during grasp. (1) pre-grasp. (2) grasping object.
(3) object is pulled out and fingers are still curled. (4) uncurling fingers. We
observe a sharp decrease in frequency from when the contact sensing hole is
open (A) to closed (B). We detect a loss of contact when object is pulled out
around 29 sec, and uncurl fingers.

we can use the fingertip contact sensor to detect the presence
and loss of grasped objects.

In the second task, we utilize the force sensor to detect
objects in the palm to initiate grasping (Fig. 16). The robotic
arm lowers the gripper until we detect palm force in state (2).
The fingers close to grasp the object in state (3). The gripper
lifts the object for state (4). When lifted, we do not detect force
in the palm as the weight of the object pulls it away from the
palm, but the constant curvature of the fingers indicate that
the object remains in hand.

VII. DISCUSSION

This resonant pneumatic tactile sensor modality opens
avenues for further investigation and innovation. While we
designed this sensor to emit frequencies in the human hearing
range, fipples and tubes may be designed to resonate in the
ultrasonic range like dog whistles [18]. These sensors would
have a shorter tube length, advantageous for miniaturization.
They would also not be audible or distracting to people nearby.
We show three simultaneous sensing elements on the gripper.
The current audio processing fails when resonant frequencies
overlap. To address this, we can make resonator geometry
distinct, implement pneumatic valves switching each sensor,
or incorporate more robust signal processing and learning.

In addition to elongation, pinching or compressing the
soft resonant tube changes its frequency. Also, by coupling
contact and curvature sensing in our current design, the
signals simultaneously represent both phenomenon, making it

Fig. 16: Object detection in palm and grasping. (1) pre-grasp position. (2)
object detected in palm by force sensor. (3) grasping of object. (4) holding
lifted object. The soft fingers are holding the object up and object is no longer
pushing on palm.

difficult to discern the two with a single resonant tube. With
multiple resonant tubes in a single finger, we can use one
resonant tube for pose and the other for contact. The curvature
effects can then be subtracted from the contact measurements
to more accurately sense contact. Alternatively, future work
could include the application of machine learning methods
in order to interpret these complex signals in the context of
manipulation.

As previously stated, resonant frequency depends on more
than geometry. No resonance is produced without air flow.
Increasing flow rate in a resonant system can result in slight
increases in frequency as well as sudden jumps to higher
harmonics. Atmospheric conditions, such as molecular com-
position and temperature will affect frequency as well. Hence,
the sensor is most accurate when recalibrated prior to each
use, or when coupled with other sensors that can measure
atmospheric conditions or flowrate.

Issues may arise if the receiver cannot monitor the emitted
frequencies, potentially due to high external noises or an
insulated or obstructed emitter. Note that the resonance signal
was easily detectable amidst typical research laboratory noises,
from anywhere in the room. In environments where external
disturbances are low in amplitude or not within the sensors’
frequency range, this technology provides easy-to-integrate
and inexpensive sensitivity that relays a rich understanding
about the forces, contacts and movements experienced by soft
systems.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

Acoustic resonance chambers can equip soft robots with
pose, contact and force sensing, taking advantage of the
deformation inherent to these soft structures. One major benefit
of this design is that electronics can be omitted from the end-
effectors of robots, while rich signals are monitored with a
single remote microphone located far from contact. Thus, these
sensors are simple to integrate and can operate in conditions
too harsh or impractical for electrical components in the end-
effector. In this study, we find that these integrated pneumatic
resonant sensors provide low hysteresis and capture the state
of a soft gripper.
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